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Abstract A rapidly increasing world population is not only
directly related with increased urban mobility but also traffic delays, losses in fuel, air and noise pollution as well as
physiological and psychological problems in the population.
Traffic control has been shown to be a means of maintaining
road serviceability with a key input being traffic inference.
The harvesting of sufficiently large data sets for traffic inference has thus far been a challenge examined by the scientific
community. A modelling, interactive design approach to the
harvesting and preprocessing of vehicular data can be used to
bridge the gap for traffic control to be autonomously implementable in an urban context. With this consideration, this
paper explores the implementation of an internet of things
multiagent system, in a network and equipped with sensors,
distributed along the roadway to collect and share this vehicular data among its nodes and then process the data using
a machine learning algorithm for learning and subsequent
inference of vehicular types. An interactive design approach
is used in the creation of a reduced model of knowledge from
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each node’s bulk harvested data, which is then easily stored
or deployed and which also facilitates post-processing of
data. Considering the smart city as a product, the interactive
approach to product engineering permits the implementation
of these mathematical models as part of an interactive traffic
control system, to ensure the city’s adaptability to the everchanging needs of its inhabitants. In this paper, we present
the analysis of the trivial case of the detection of presence
and absence of a class A type vehicle. In the introductory
section, we examine the problem of transportation in urban
expansion. In section two, we examine the solution provided
by the Smart Cities with respect to transport services. Further
problems which appear within these transport services and
their respective solutions in machine learning and the internet of things are discussed in this section on these disruptive
technologies. Section three examines the bibliography for
successes achieved with similar research and also demonstrates the basis for classification by support vector machines.
Sections four to six explain how the experiment is set up
to test the hypothesis that over 99% accuracy in vehicular
detection can be achieved with the proposed system when
cross-referenced with the actual acoustic, magnetic and video
presence and absence of a test vehicle.
Keywords Internet of things · Big data · Machine learning ·
Smart cities · Intelligent traffic systems

1 Introduction
According to the results of the 2015 Revision, in July 2015,
the world population reached 7.3 billion. The world has
added one billion people since 2003 and will increase by
more than another billion in the next 15 years [1]. 54% of
the global population was living in an urban area in 2014, up
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from 34% in 1960 [2]. The global urban population is projected to grow by 2.5 billion urban dwellers between 2014
and 2050 [3]. In parallel with this urban area growth, according to the 2015 Urban Mobility Scorecard [4], travel delays
due to traffic congestion caused drivers to waste 3.1 billion
gallons of fuel and kept travellers stuck in their cars for 6.9
billion extra hours. This congestion contributed directly to
increased levels of air [5] and noise pollution [6] and can
be extrapolated to other urban areas globally. This traffic
congestion problem leads to related physiological and psychological problems [7]. With greater urban populations, the
problem can only worsen over time.

2 Context
2.1 Smart cities
The concept of smart cities should put an emphasis on the
beings living in the cities, and not focussed on the implementation of technology [8]. An improvement on the quality of
life is therefore needed to justify the definition of smart city. A
smart city is therefore more than simply one in which technology is being used in a prevalent way, but an integration of the
multidisciplinary concepts of ecological, knowledge-based,
digital and innovative cities with constant self-improvement
and self-adjustment with the ultimate goals of improvement
of the quality of material and spiritual lives of its residents
and to increase their overall sense of happiness [9].
2.2 Intelligent transport systems
Among the multiple facets that define a smart city [10], the
transport network infrastructure is a ubiquitous part. In a
smart city such a network supports and enables the communities it touches. In a smart city, transport services may also
be built on a possibly rigid the transport network and other
infrastructures such as information and communication technology. However, with the assistance of soft infrastructures
such as governance to create and carry out the smart strategy,
a positive impact on the well-being of the people of the city,
in their varying roles as workers, residents, drivers, business
owners can be perceived. Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)
aid the city system of transport services. Considering the taxonomy of the current transition, called the ’Big Shift’ by the
Western European Road Directors group (WERD) and which
includes a shift from mere road construction to road network
optimisation to road network user support, Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are used at every level: strategic, tactical
and operational. These systems provide the end user with
safer and more efficient transportation systems in the form
of useful roadway information in real time to road users as
well as operators, allowing the former to optimise their route
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based plans based on current conditions on the road network
and the latter to adapt road services to favour this optimised
road use, respectively.
2.3 Traffic control
Traffic control is one of the aspects of the operation of
road networks, which when combined with ITS, reduces
on the inefficiencies of traffic, including traffic congestion.
Inefficiencies in traffic signalling and rules, while bothering motorists, cause global traffic build-up and congestion,
which in turn cause the above mentioned problems of cost,
delays and health burdens. In terms of the following factors of
delays, stops, fuel consumption, emission of pollutants and
accidents; traffic control systems attempt to optimise traffic
signalling. However, this optimisation has been historically
labour-intensive and costly. A general lack of information is
also part of the problem. These reduce the level of optimisation that can be practically achieved by the current traffic
control systems. Therefore an automated means of capturing the large amounts of data required for the optimisation
of traffic signalling is required to eliminate its current inefficiencies.
2.4 Internet of things
Ubiquitous sensor networks are rapidly becoming a reality.
The internet of things has been identified as one of the six
disruptive technologies due to the great diversity of control, localization and monitoring that it represents [11]. The
embedded systems that make up these wide area networks
make possible the systematic collection of data that human
perception does not register easily. The internet of things
deals with networks of unique, addressable and interconnected objects. It is based on protocols and communication
standards which use intelligent interfaces to connect within
social contexts, within its environment and with the user. The
components of these networks may also have the capability
of harvesting their own energy or an optimized way of using
their energy stores. Energy and optimised communication,
to conserve the former, have been identified as two of the
principal enablers of this tendency, with intelligence being
also a key factor which diversifies the use cases available to
these systems.
2.5 Intelligence and machine learning
Intelligence may be implemented using the centralised or
distributed fusion and machine learning processing of data.
The individual nodes should also be able to collaborate and
make decisions following dynamically changing scenarios
[11]. Information fusion is one of the original means of using
Machine Learning in processing, delivering and assessing the
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large amounts of data harvested from such networks [12]. In
the cited survey, the centralised fusion system is considered
to outperform a distributed one because the heavy communication load of transmitting raw sensor data (throughout the
entire network). The same survey mentions that it is desirable
to take advantage of the computation capacity of sensor nodes
to perform in-network fusion to reduce the overall data traffic and power consumption. Factors that must be considered
include the computational cost of the fusion algorithms, the
resultant delay, the energy consumed, and the impact on the
quality of the service provided by communication protocol.

3 Theoretical basis
3.1 Bibliographic search
An examination was made of works along similar lines by
[13] Zhang et al. [14] Sifuentes et al. [15] Wang et al. [16]
Zhu et al. [17] Zheng et al. [18] Daubaras et al. [19] Lee et al.
[20] Boda et al. [21] Cheung et al. Considering the concept
of wireless sensor networks applied to traffic detectors for
Intelligent Transportation Systems, as well as an exploration
into the state of the art the most appropriate implementation
was derived with:
1. A wireless sensor network based on the 802.15.4 physical
and media access layer protocol.
2. Sensing nodes equipped with tri-axis magnetic as well as
ultrasonic sensors
3. A fog distributed machine learning algorithm with preprocessing on the end nodes of this sensor network, and
consolidation of data on a centralised system
4. The capture and application of simplified vehicular magnetic signatures, with key characteristics, to the machine
learning algorithm
5. An optimum physical sensing arrangement of nodes for
energy-efficient detection and derivation of key trafficrelated statistics of passing vehicles, including an adaptive sampling method, calibrated node separation and
automated recalibration based on temperature fluctuations
3.2 Support vector machines
A fog inspired distributed machine learning algorithm with
pre-processing on the end nodes of this sensor network, with
the possibility of future consolidation of data on a centralised
system was designed.
A Machine Learning classification algorithm is chosen for
this investigation. In particular, the support vector machines
method is determined to be the most appropriate for the
proposed scenarios. Its suitability is argued through this
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section. Machine Learning algorithms allow for the detecting and revealing a possible hidden structure or pattern in
large amounts of data and the making predictions (inferences) on previously unseen data points. Machine Learning
also facilitates the creation of compact models in terms of
design, testing, training and prediction (inference). Once the
classifier has been designed, tested and trained, predictions
(inferences) may be made by inputting the feature vectors
which represent the data under analysis into it. Depending
on the value of the trained classifier function, the input pattern is classified into its relative class.
The problem posed in this paper deals with classification
by way of the determination of the presence and physical
characteristics of a vehicle which is passing along a roadway.
This suggests the creation of a data set of previously trained
data concerning the aforementioned vehicular data. Subsequent data should be classified as being of one or another
type, depending on this previously trained data. Since the
scope of this paper has to be limited due to inherent time
constraints, all vehicle types cannot be trained. A subset of
vehicles, based on ready availability for training and testing,
will be chosen during the experimental portion of this paper.
[22]
The support vector machine algorithm can be represented
as a dual problem solved with its related constraints:
⎛

⎞
n 
n

1
αi α j yi y j xi · xj ⎠
α1∗ , . . . , αn∗ = argmax ⎝−
2
α1 ,...,αn
i=1 j=1
 n


+
αi
(1)
i=1

subject to
n


αi yi = 0,

i=1

1 ≤ i ≤ n,
αi ≥ 0
This demonstrates the classification capability sought here
in Machine Learning with support vector machines. The
geometry of an example dataset can be visualised as in Fig. 1.
A system of equations composed of partial derivatives of
the expression with respect to the Lagrange multipliers set
to zero, under the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions [23], is
obtained and solved to obtain the following values:
w=

n


αi yi xi

(2)

i=1

margin =

m
w

(3)
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Simplifying:
Λ(w, t, ξi , αi , βi ) = Λ(w, t, αi ) +

n

(C − αi − βi )ξi
i=1

(8)
The optimum solutions imply:
∂
=0
∂ξi

(9)

Substituting Eqs. (9) into (8),
Λ(w, t, ξi , αi , βi ) = Λ(w, t, αi )

Fig. 1 The geometry of a support vector classifier

t ≥ w · xi −

1
yi

(4)

Since αi and βi are positive then:
αi ≤ C

A decision function can thus be obtained:
 n


∗
sgn (w · xi − t) = sgn
αi yi xi · x − t

(5)

Margin errors must be allowed since perfect linear separability is never a certainty. Slack variables are introduced to
allow points to be inside the margin or on the wrong side of
the decision boundary, even though an imperfect solution is
obtained. Therefore at the solution:


n

1
∗ ∗ ∗
2
w + C
ξi
(6)
w , t , ξi = argmin
2
w,t,ξi
i=1

yi (w · xi ) ≥ 1 − ξi

Also note that C is the complexity parameter with the
goal of trading off margin maximisation versus slack variable
minimisation, while penalising margin errors. This parameter therefore indirectly controls the need for more support
vectors to achieve classification, wherein a higher value of C
implies the need for more support vectors.
Feeding Eq. (6) into the Lagrange multiplier expression
(1):

1
w2 + C
ξi
2
n

i=1

αi (yi (w · xi − t) − (1 − ξi )) −
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C = αi + βi

(13)

Considering the upper bound of αi .
αi = C ⇒ βi = 0

(14)

From Eq. (7), if the multipliers βi = 0, then ξi ≥ 0.
Therefore for points correctly classified, outside or on the
margin:

0 ≤ αi ≤ C

1≤i ≤n

i=1

(12)

(15)

For support vectors on the margin:

ξi ≥ 0

−

C − αi − βi = 0

αi = 0

subject to

n


(11)

Considering Eq. (8):

i=1

Λ(w, t, ξi , αi , βi ) =

(10)

n

i=1

βi ξi

(7)

(16)

For points on or inside the margin:
αi = C

(17)

The decision function of Eq. (5) holds.
In order to apply the above core support vector machine
algorithm to the present problem, a sufficiently large and
descriptive matrix of data points with their features and class
labels are required. These features should describe, as completely as possible, the classes that represent them and thus
be sufficient to allow training, testing and predication with
their associated support vector machine. The form of the
data set needs to be observed, if possible, to identify which
kernel would be most suited to increase the dimensionality
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of the data and more easily separate the data into classes.
The concept of the kernel refers to the dot product of the
instance vectors in the data set. The available kernels can be
tested individually with their respective parameters to then
determine the most appropriate for the task. The tool libsvm which implements support vector machines is used for
this. It has the additional required feature of being able to
handle the sparse data which is captures among the sensor
nodes.
The four basic kernels that are usually used are:
–
–
–
–

linear: K (xi , x j ) = xiT x j
polynomial: K (xi , x j ) = (γ xiT x j + r )d , γ
2
radial: K (xi , x j ) = e−γ xi −x j  , γ > 0
sigmoid: K (xi , x j ) = tanh(γ xiT x j + r )

>0

γ , r and d are kernel parameters.
3.3 Machine learning features
3.3.1 Magnetic
Most mentioned approaches at magnetic data capture from
passing vehicles include time-phased magnetic field perturbations. A rolling window of readings will compose a given
data point feature vector. The data collection is calibrated
to consider the base environmental magnetic field strength
in the area. Collected data is then run through the following
preprocessing:
– interpolation: to obtain invariance with speed
– rolling mean: to eliminate jitter in the data
– normalization: to ensure similar bodies, albeit at different
differences match to the same magnetic profile
The direction of motion of the vehicles will be generally
in one particular sense. However, to maintain the richness of
the features extracted, the absolute value is not applied in the
preprocessing phase.
3.3.2 Acoustic
Physical and digital filters are used in [24] to prevent contamination by low frequency noise due to the aerodynamic
effects on the microphones attached to the test vehicles. Noise
cones are attached to the microphones and high pass filters
are applied to the signal to reduce this noise. However, in this
thesis the microphones are immobile and physically shielded
from moving air. This sort of noise should not affect this features obtained.

4 Implementation
4.1 Vehicles test set
Since the set of possible vehicles which are available to analysis is large, a subset of vehicles specifically automobiles
agglomerated into classes was chosen. According to the Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía, México in [25],
automobiles are divided into 4 classes:
– subcompact cars with an inter axle distance of at most
2.475 (m)
– compact cars with an inter axle distance of between 2.476
and 2.700 (m)
– luxury and sports cars with an inter axle distance of
between 2.601 and 3.000 (m)
The overlap between compact cars and luxury and sports
cars was eliminated in this work to ensure clear classification
of vehicles. The classification used in this work is:
– class A automobiles with an inter axle distance of at most
2.475 (m)
– class B automobiles with an inter axle distance of
between 2.476 and 2.700 (m)
– class C automobiles with an inter axle distance of
between 2.701 and 3.000 (m)
4.2 System configuration
The optimum physical sensor arrangement of nodes on a
roadway for the energy-efficient detection and derivation of
key traffic-related statistics of passing vehicles while capturing sufficient discrete data points for subsequent training and
application of the support vector machine requires an adaptive data sampling method, calibrated node separation and
automated recalibration based on temperature fluctuations.
4.3 Adaptive data sampling
With adaptive data sampling, the nodes will continually
gather magnetic information on the presence of vehicles in
the vicinity. Considering the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A defined sampling rate S,
A relative speed, v of the vehicles of 60 (km h−1 ),
A minimum vehicular length, l of 2.475 (m)
A requirement of taking two readings of each vehicle to
be able to capture the magnetic perturbation caused by at
least two axles, and
5. The application of the Nyquist–Shannon theorem, effectively doubling the resulting sample rate.
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S = 2·
S = 2·
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v
l
60000
3600

2.475
S = 41.25(s −1 )

(18)
(19)
(20)

Based on preliminary tests with the BLE communication,
the average sum of the time taken for sensor usage, BLE
communication and data writing to files is approximately 1
(s). This rules out the possibility of performing the calculated required sampling rate from (20) under all conditions.
If individual nodes use separate processes for the following
then the sampling rate is achievable with an empirical acoustic sampling rate of 50 (s−1 ).
– the gathering of raw acoustic data
– the gathering of raw magnetic data
– the processing of the data and determination of vehicular
passage
– BLE communication or gossip of vehicular data
Therefore, under normal conditions of the proposed system,
each node will perform independently with the required sampling rate. When there is a change in the detected magnetic
sensor readings, within a certain threshold, a slower BLE
communication or gossip of sensor readings will be performed.
Every other node will advertise its availability to communicate by broadcast, while the other inter-spaced nodes
will search for nodes to connect to. However, only the nodes
which are configured as directly adjacent on the proposed
node grid will be allowed to pair and communicate. During
communication the designated peripheral or initiator node,
which initiates communication, sends its data to the receiving and designated hub or advertising node. In this way, the
peripheral or initiator nodes will actively search for broadcast BLE services and pair with any that are from adjacent
nodes. Data is populated into files on all nodes after this BLE
communication. The support vector machine then works on
not only the locally captured data, but also the communicated
data.

would be a rectangular one, since roads are usually rectangular in form. Vehicles also move along roadways and
pause at intersections in alignment with the roadway. The
nodes will be arranged in this way to maximise the capture of sensor data. For the separation of the nodes to
facilitate communication between adjacent ones, without
repetition of data for the same vehicles, an arrangement
of nodes is required along each lane at a separation
interval which avoids overlapping of the magnetic and
acoustic sensor radii. This will be determined empirically.
2. the maximum distance for effective Bluetooth LowEnergy communication among nodes. This will be
determined empirically, since although Bluetooth LowEnergy can achieve communication over 150 (m) in
the open field, there is no known data on communication range with a system similar to the one proposed.
3. the minimum distance to ensure that at least one node
is directly below a vehicle, to ensure that direct readings of a vehicles front or rear axle or motor are
possible. These are the regions of a vehicle with highest ferrous content and which therefore affect vehicular identification, through magnetic data, the most.
Acoustic data will be most easily obtained with a minimum of interference if a vehicle is directly above the
microphone. This distance will be one car length, as
defined in the Adaptive data sampling section, 2.475
(m).
4. the optimum depth of the nodes into the pavement, avoiding the physical interference of traffic while preserving
communication between nodes and the effectiveness of
the sensors. An elevation level with the surface of a roadway will be used for the system.
4.5 Automated temperature recalibration
As indicated in [18], temperature is an important factor in
magnetic sensor readings, affecting the baseline magnetic
reading by a much as 50 (mG). Directional cosines were
derived to cancel out the temperature dependency of the magnetic readings obtained:

4.4 Calibrated node separation
Calibrating the node separation considers that the nodes
are positioned based on the physical limitations imposed
by area of implementation. Points which influence this
are:
1. the most repeatable geometry of nodes possible along a
roadway, constrained to a configuration that mimics the
actual configuration of vehicles, as well as the road alignment. Based on the above factors, an optimal arrangement
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Kx =

Bx0
Bx
−
|B| |B0 |

(21)

where
{Bx0 , B y0 , Bz0 } are baseline readings, with no vehicles present,
{Bx , B y , Bz } are the updated values
|B0 | =
|B| =

2 + B2 + B2
Bx0
y0
z0

Bx2 + B y2 + Bz2
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For the purposes of this thesis, the other directional cosines
were also taken:
B y0
By
−
|B| |B0 |
Bz
Bz0
Kz =
−
|B| |B0 |

Ky =

Fig. 3 I-shaped node geometry

(22)
(23)

4.6 Deployment
The implementation of the wireless sensor network proposed
considers variations in key variables that affect the amount
and type of data gathered. This subsequently affects the
parameters upon which each node’s support vector machine
model is created and the accuracy of these models. In this
implementation, the wireless sensor network is deployed
with differing:
1. Geometry: this is varied among square-shaped (see Fig.
2) and I-shaped (see Fig. 3)
2. Node separation: this is maintained at 2.475 (m) to ensure
full axle detection regardless of the vehicle size and class.
3. Gossip threshold sensitivity: the gossip communication
threshold will be changed to the following values; 0.01,
0.1, 1.0, 10.0.
Each node’s support vector machine model also depends
on the number of classes to be classified. The trivial case
examined in this paper is the determination of the presence
versus absence of vehicles. A more advanced case would
consider multiple classes of vehicles.

4.7 Raw data

Fig. 2 Square-shaped node geometry

The raw data gathered by each node in the system must be
preprocessed in order to obtain ideally formatted data points
for input into the support vector machine training and testing
process. Once the raw data is captured by either an advertiser
or an initiator node, it is fed into separate files in volatile
memory identifying in their respective cases time captured
and acoustic data: /tmp/sensor_data_magnetic.txt time captured and magnetic data on the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis:
/tmp/sensor_data_acoustic.txt
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4.8 Performance consideration
To avoid a severe performance impact, these files are regularly truncated after reaching a line number threshold
specified in the same populating script arguments. Using this
output, acoustic data and magnetic data which do not share
a time-stamp, as well as records which do, are extracted
into (/tmp/sensor_data.txt) and sorted by the time-stamp
into (/tmp/sensor_data_sort.txt) and then into (/tmp/sensor_data_sum.txt). Moving windows of this merged data
are examined based by another line count parameter to the
scripts. Based on these moving windows of data, harvested
data by a particular node is sent or gossiped to its identified
neighbours, once a threshold between the windows has been
breached.
The following processes are also parallelised in an effort
to improve performance:
– the harvesting of raw acoustic data
– the harvesting of raw magnetic data
– the processing of the data and determination of vehicular
passage
– BLE communication or gossip of vehicular data
– the detection of vehicular presence using Machine Learning
4.9 Data gossip
Received gossip data is appended to a gossip file, (/tmp/sensor_data_gossip.txt), and also added to the main data sample
file (/tmp/sensor_data_archive.txt), indicating the node from
which the gossip data came from. This is a necessary step
the keep the data points from gossip data separate from the
locally harvested data. Based on empirical testing, the maximum size of a data stream that can be successfully received is
two data points of 70 characters each, including tab spacing
(1 character) and line break (1 character):
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environment for statistical processing and graphing [26]. The
raw files obtained from data gathering must be modified for
use by R. Using Python Scripter [27], a plugin for text editor
Notepad++ [28], a Python script is used to convert the data
points into a useful csv format.
Since these files usually contain >100,000 data points,
importing them directly into random access memory is not
feasible. The ff library is used to import this data. From the
ff website: ‘The ff package provides data structures that are
stored on disk but behave (almost) as if they were in RAM
by transparently mapping only a section (pagesize) in main
memory - the effective virtual memory consumption per ff
object.’[29]
4.11 Data import
For each node, its main harvested data is imported Example
importing script for R:
library(ff)
sensor_data_archive <read.csv.ffdf(file="sensor_data_archive_c3_square.txt",
header=TRUE, sep=",")

4.12 Data visualisation
The data is visualised to ensure that the desired data points
are imported. In Figs. 4 and 5 which consider the same time
interval for the same node aaaa in a square configuration, the
vehicular signature can be perceived.
Besides the other noise observed in Fig. 4, the acoustic
data shows a major spike when the motor and front wheels
pass node aaaa; a minor spike is observed when the rear
wheels pass the same node.
A similar effect is seen with the magnetic data where
spikes appear with the passage of the more ferromagnetically
dense material in the motor and axles. The magnetic perturbations created by the vehicle change in intensity depending on

1. Time-stamp—13 characters e.g. 1482127424745
2. Scaled acoustic value—13 characters (with source tag)
e.g. 1:0.201171875
3. Scaled magnetic value in x-axis—13 characters (with
source tag) e.g. 2:0.010880675
4. Scaled magnetic value in y-axis—13 characters (with
source tag) e.g. 3:0.010485911
5. Scaled magnetic value in z-axis—13 characters (with
source tag) e.g. 4:0.009975102
4.10 Data processing
Once the main data file is obtained, with sufficient data points
created by multiple passes by vehicles, the data is examined
in R. R was chosen because it is a widely used free software
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Fig. 4 Graph of raw acoustic data for a single pass of the test Class A
vehicle
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Fig. 5 Graph of raw magnetic data for a single pass of the test Class
A vehicle

whether the magnetic centroids of the vehicle are approaching or retreating from the magnetic sensors in all axes. Based
on the series of two spikes and dips in the graph for each axis,
it can be deduced that the test Class A vehicle has at least
two major regions of high ferromagnetic content; a larger
one towards the front and a smaller one towards the rear of
the vehicle.

Fig. 6 Graph of video data with time-stamp as evidence, for square
node configuration

python ../subset.py -s 1
sensor_data_archive.txt $(echo ‘cat
sensor_data_archive.txt | wc -l‘/10 | bc)
sensor_data_archive_train.txt
sensor_data_archive_test.txt

4.13 Data thresholding
A sample data set, indicating no vehicular passage, is
extracted from the main data file. Video data with time-stamp
is used to corroborate this evidence. Extreme changes in the
graph points also allow a double-check of the validity of
these data points. This requires that all five systems: video
recorder and four wireless sensor nodes be time synchronised
before data capture begins. Separate processes spawned on
the main system are used to ensure that all systems are calibrated simultaneously. A data threshold is calculated from
this data set, and is then used to differentiate between data
points indicating presence or absence of vehicles.
In Fig. 6, the front area of the test class A vehicle is situated
between all four nodes, seen here in their white enclosures.
4.14 Data preparation for machine learning with libsvm
[30]
The data sets are then recombined to contain the acoustic and
magnetic data, labelled and exported as text. A Python script
is used to prepare them for use in libsvm [30].

Step 3.- A scaling script is run on the training and test data
sets to prevent attributes with large numeric ranges from
dominating smaller ranged attributes and to avoid issues
with the inner product used within the support vector
machine calculations. The range used to scale is saved
for the later prediction processes.

../svm-scale -l -1 -u 1 -s
sensor_data_archive.train.range
sensor_data_archive_train.txt >
sensor_data_archive_train.scale
../svm-scale -r
sensor_data_archive.train.range
sensor_data_archive_test.txt >
sensor_data_archive_test.scale

Step 4.- A radial basis function (RBF) kernel is chosen
for the support vector machine training based on the following reasons:

4.15 Support vector machine training and testing
For usage in libsvm[30]:
Step 1.- The data file is copied to the working directory.
Step 2.- Subsets of data for training and testing are randomly sampled, saving 10% of the data for training:

– this kernel which can handle a non-linear relationship
between class labels and attributes. Also the cases of linear and sigmoidal kernels behave like radial kernels under
certain conditions.
– the number of parameters (C and γ ) needed are lesser
with the radial kernel than with the polynomial kernel
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Table 1 Node parameters and accuracy (correct/total) for square configuration
Node

c

aaaa

2048.0

γ

Rate

Accuracy

8.0

99.9455

99.9422% (100,275/100,333)

abaa

2048.0

8.0

99.88

99.8956% (66,031/66,100)

abab

128.0

8.0

99.98

99.9308% (99,646/99,715)

aaab

32,768.0

8.0

99.91

99.8745% (107,422/107,557)

Table 2 Node parameters and accuracy (correct/total) for I configuration
Node

Fig. 7 Graph of grid search for RBF parameters, for square configuration dataset on node aaaa

– this kernel encounters fewer numeric difficulties than others
A grid search is performed on the scaled training data
obtain the most accurate and cross-validated parameters for
the support vector machine model. The parameters C and γ
used in the RBF kernel are not known beforehand; therefore
an exhaustive search to identify them must performed. A plot
of a sample search is seen in Fig. 7. In this sample graph, it can
be perceived that the contour of highest accuracy 99.9455%
occurred with the parameters C and γ along the green line.
The last searched values of the parameters C = 2048(211 )
and γ = 8(23 ), although any pair along that green contour
are equally valid.
python ../grid.py
sensor_data_archive_train.scale

Step 5.- Using the following example parameters from
the previous step, an appropriate model with calculated
accuracies is derived from the training data (Tables 1, 2).

../svm-train -c 0.03125 -g 0.0078125
sensor_data_archive_train.scale

Step 6.- This model is then be applied to the test data to
determine the accuracy of the model.

../svm-predict sensor_data_archive_test.scale
sensor_data_archive_train.scale.model
sensor_data_archive.predict
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γ

c

Rate

Accuracy

aaaa

2048.0

8.0

99.9455

99.9422% (100,275/100,333)

abaa

2048.0

8.0

99.88

99.8956% (66,031/66,100)

abab

128.0

8.0

99.98

99.9308% (99,646/99,715)

aaab

32,768.0

8.0

99.91

99.8745% (107,422/107,557)

5 Results
5.1 Model accuracy

5.2 Prediction testing
In order to test the predictive capability of the systems, the
data gathering and gossip functions are redeployed. Additional repeated calls to libsvm’s [30] svm-predict program
using the latest scaled data points are added to the determine
the presence and absence of vehicles near the nodes. The
following script is used to achieve this.
#!/bin/sh
cat /dev/null >
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.predict.save
cat /dev/null >
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.detect.save
cat /dev/null >
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.min.save
cn=‘cat /tmp/sensor_data_archive.txt | wc -l‘
for counter in $(seq 1 $cn);
do
n=10
#get time label in ms
current_time=$(date +%s%3N)
head -$counter /tmp/sensor_data_archive.txt
| tail -1 > /tmp/prediction.txt
#allow continuing if there is data to scale
test_prediction=‘cat /tmp/prediction.txt |
wc -l‘
if [ "$test_prediction" == "0" ]
then
continue
fi
#scaling
../libsvm/libsvm-3.21/svm-scale -r
sensor_data_archive.train.range
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/tmp/prediction.txt >
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.txt.scale
#predict
../libsvm/libsvm-3.21/svm-predict -q
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.txt.scale
sensor_data_archive.train.scale.model
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.predict
prediction=‘cat
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.predict‘
value=‘cat
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.txt.scale‘
if [ "$prediction" == "" ]
then
prediction = 0
fi
echo "$prediction $current_time" >>
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.predict.save
#apply moving average
threshold=0.5
detect10=‘tail -10
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.predict.save |
awk ’{ sum += $1; n++ } END { print
sum/n }’‘
#detection digitisation
det=$(echo $detect10 $threshold | awk ’{if
($1 >= $2) print 1; else print 0}’)
echo "$det $detect10 $current_time" >>
/tmp/sensor_data_archive.detect.save
done

During data gathering, it is observed that the captured
data is noisy. A clear picture of the presence or absence of
vehicles cannot be determined. To clarify the presence or
absence of vehicles, the following methods are employed in
the prediction code:
1. A moving average window
2. Digitisation of the prediction data

Fig. 8 Graph of showing the moving average for different orders of
sample windows, for square configuration dataset on node aaaa

5.4 Discretisation
From Fig. 8, it is noted that the order of 100 for the moving
average sample window may be the most suitable to determine the presence or absence of vehicles. Discretisation of
the moving average is now required to establish a clear presence or absence of vehicles. A discretisation threshold is
needed to achieve this. Figure 10 shows the application of
an appropriate discretisation threshold on the predicted data
of Fig. 9, resulting in highly accurate detection of vehicular
presence and absence.
if
prediction >= threshold
then
vehicle is present
else
vehicle is absent
5.5 Detection results

5.3 Moving average window
The graph in Fig. 8 takes a closer look at the effect of different
orders of moving average sample windows on the predicted
compared with actual data.
It may be noted that with an increasing order of sample
size, the curves of predicted data become smoother and the
transition between absence and presence of vehicles becomes
less defined. It may also be observed that with increasing
sample size, latency is added to the system, increasing detrimentally its response time. Based on this result, a moving
average sample window size of 100 is used as a first stage
statistical filter to remove noise from vehicular prediction
data

After validating that a combination of a moving average and
digitisation of the data would provide accurate results, the
prediction module is implemented into the system on two
geometric configurations previously trained and tested, and
for which accurate support vector machine models are available:
– Square
– I
The prediction module performs the following steps:
– extract the latest data point either harvested by, or gossiped to the node on which it is running
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Fig. 9 Graph of showing the
real-time moving average of
detected data for a window of 10
previous samples versus the
real-time captured data, for I
geometry configuration on node
aaac

Fig. 10 Graph of showing the
real-time digitised prediction of
magnetic data from its moving
average of detected data versus
the original captured data, for I
geometry configuration on node
aaac

– using svm-scale, scale the data point based on the training
data set data range
– using svm-predict, predict the most likely class in which
the data point lies
– determine the average based on a 10-sample moving window
– digitises the averaged data based on an appropriate
threshold, unique to each node
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5.6 Square geometry
The square geometry node arrangement considers a node separation of 2.475 (m) by 3.44 (m). The nodes are positioned
above the ground for testing since the available spaces in
the roadway present a Faraday cage effect and prevent reliable radio propagation and communication. A sensor gossip
threshold of 10% was implemented, requiring that at least a
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10% change in any reading to occur before gossip could take
place.
5.7 I geometry
The I geometry node arrangement considers a node separation of 2.475 (m), along a central length. As with the square
geometry, the nodes are positioned above the ground for testing. A sensor gossip threshold of 10% was also implemented.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, a solution to the labour-intensive and costly
data collection required for traffic control systems to be able
to optimise traffic signalling is presented (Fig. 10).
In the implementation, results show that, in addition to a
moving average window, each node in each geometric configuration requires its own digitization threshold to achieve a
high detection accuracy. Manual modification of the threshold among nodes has yielded the data in Tables 3, 4, 5 and
6. Based on the overall accuracy, the I geometry described
in the paper showed higher accuracy with an overall pres-

Table 3 Prediction accuracy of vehicle detection in the square geometry configuration
Node

Correct detection

Incorrect detection

aaaa

51/65 = 78.46%

14/65 = 21.54%

abaa

16/65 = 24.62%

49/65 = 75.38%

abab

37/65 = 59.92%

28/65 = 43.08%

aaab

50/65 = 76.92%

15/65 = 23.08%

Table 4 Prediction accuracy of vehicle non-detection in the square
geometry configuration
Node

Correct non-detection

Incorrect non-detection

aaaa

31/45 = 68.89%

14/45 = 31.11%

abaa

31/45 = 68.89%

14/45 = 31.11%

abab

1/45 = 2.22%

44/45 = 97.78%

aaab

35/45 = 77.78%

10/45 = 22.22%

Table 5 Prediction accuracy of vehicle detection in the I geometry
configuration
Node

True detection

False detection

aaaa

95/95 = 100.00%

0/95 = 0.00%

aaab

45/59 = 76.27%

14/59 = 23.73%

aaac

56/56 = 100.00%

0/56 = 0.00%

aaad

50/50 = 100.00%

0/50 = 0.00%

Table 6 Prediction accuracy of vehicle non-detection in the I geometry
configuration
Node

True non-detection

False non-detection

aaaa

51/51 = 100.00%

0/51 = 0.00%

aaab

10/26 = 38.46%

16/26 = 61.54%

aaac

26/26 = 100.00%

0/26 = 0.00%

aaad

48/50 = 96.00%

2/50 = 4.00%

ence and absence detection accuracy of 94.07 and 83.62%
respectively.
The relatively low accuracy of the alternative square
geometry configuration could be attributable to a training and
test data set of not sufficiently large size; 100,000 data points
were used to train each model, whereas >200,000 points
were used in certain nodes of the I geometry configuration.
In Tables 5 and 6 concerning the I geometry configuration, it
is noticed that all the nodes, with the exception of node aaab,
achieved a high (>95%) accuracy in true detection and true
non-detection of vehicles.
It can be therefore concluded that this approach to detection of individual vehicles based on their magnetic and
acoustic signatures is feasible using the proposed automated
fog computing network of wirelessly connected nodes able
to capture and process large amounts of data points.
The possible causes for the above mentioned dips in model
accuracy will be taken up in further investigation, which will
include:
– adaptive digitisation thresholding to automate system
calibration and vehicle prediction
– the consideration of vehicle class detection
– larger training sets (>500,000 data points) in an effort to
improve model accuracy
– lowering the sensors below road level without the current
loss of radio signal propagation and communication
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